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With time-varying terms:A fixed equilibrium assumption:
 The flux surface geometry
 Magnetic field B0
 Enclosed toroidal flux Φ
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Fig. 3. Tokamak real-time control scheme [3].
The RAPTOR code:   - 1D transport code.
                                   - Fixed equilibrium assumption.
                                   - Real-time simulation.
Fig. 6. Scheme of the nonlinear procedure for
the actuator trajectories optimization [3].
1. Tokamak plasma typical time traces and plasma heating
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Fig. 1. Typical time traces for 
ITER plasma operation scenario [1].
Fig. 2. Tokamak plasma heating [2].
Fig. 4. Simulation with time-varying plasma elongation for TCV-like plasma parameters.
Comparison of the ASTRA [4] and RAPTOR simulation results. Te and q values for ρtor = 0.35. 
Fig. 5. Comparison of the radial profiles computed by ASTRA and RAPTOR at t=0.5 s and t=2.5 s.
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Cost function:
The RAPTOR transport model was extended by the time-varying terms. Comparison 
with the ASTRA code shows good agreement between the simulation results. 
Optimization of the plasma current and elongation during the ramp down phase has 
been carried out, differences of the optimization with fixed and time-varying 
geometries are demonstrated.
Future plans:
● RAPTOR transport model development: add ne(ρ,t) equation and Ti(ρ,t)  equations.
● Numerical analysis of the ramp down phase: technical constraints, physical 
constraints, trajectories optimization with the additional goals related to βN, 
transition time from H-mode to L-mode, Pinput.
Fig. 7. Plasma current optimization for fixed geometry.
Fig. 8. Sequential optimization of the plasma current for fixed geometry.
Plasma current is parametrized with the increased number of the parameters
at the following time points tn=[1.7  2.0  2.2  2.4].
Fig. 9. Sequential optimization of the plasma current and elongation
(time-varying geometry) at the following time points tn=[1.7  2.0  2.2  2.4].
